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2020 Business highlights ¹
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57%
Corporate clients—from Fortune 500
companies to startups—accounted for 57% of
the value of Burford’s new 2020 commitments.
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70%

86%

Since our business began, 70% of
clients with one matter funded have
returned to do business with us again.

Of lawyers able to identify at least one
commercial legal finance provider, 86%
identify Burford either first or solely.

$595M
In 2020, Burford spent $595 million on behalf of its clients on legal fees,
expenses and other commercial litigation and arbitration costs.

$4.5B

10,000

Burford’s current investment
portfolio is $4.5 billion.

Burford has received over 10,000
requests for funding over its history.

Band 1

$758M

Burford is top-ranked by Chambers in
the US and the UK for litigation and in
the UK for business intelligence.

In 2020, Burford made $758 million
in new commitments to commercial
legal assets.

1 Unless otherwise indicated, all data in this report concerning Burford’s business performance are current as of December 31, 2020.
2 Unless otherwise indicated, all data about awareness, use and perception of legal finance in this report are drawn from
2020 Legal Finance Report: A survey of in-house and law firm lawyers.

Partners for the
opportunity ahead

Some years ago, we began a tradition of preparing an annual update for clients—and
the businesses and law firms we hope will become our clients—to coincide with the
publication of our annual report to our public shareholders. Ultimately, Burford is all
about our clients, and our single-minded priority is to provide you with the financial
products and services that will help you grow.
As we share this report with you on Burford’s business in 2020 and the trends we see in
2021, we are struck by the obvious paradox that while the last year brought upheaval
and tragic loss, it was nonetheless a year of accomplishment and growth for Burford that
leaves us even better equipped to be your partner for the challenges and opportunities
that lie ahead.
In the pages that follow, we highlight these accomplishments—and in turn, explain how
they benefit you. These include our historic listing on the New York Stock Exchange, our
record-breaking levels of cash liquidity to invest in our clients’ commercial litigation and
arbitration matters and a multi-billion-dollar portfolio of ongoing matters that is larger
than ever. We have also continued to build our team of legal finance experts—and we
continue to hear from you that our people are a major reason you choose to work with
Burford, the gold standard for the category.
We see opportunity ahead in 2021—to help companies truly optimize the value of their
commercial litigation and arbitration assets, and to ensure that the firms that represent
them have the capital and tools they need. We look forward to being your partner as you
overcome the challenges ahead and pursue this opportunity for your business.

Christopher Bogart
Chief Executive Officer

Jonathan Molot
Chief Investment Officer
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2020 was a year of disruption: Like other businesses,
Burford’s global team quickly transitioned to remote
work, continuing to serve and win clients even as
court proceedings slowed and the global economy
faced unprecedented uncertainty. Regardless of this
upheaval, Burford achieved new milestones. In addition
to growing our investment portfolio and expanding our
relationships with companies, Burford also achieved a
listing on the New York Stock Exchange.

Corporate finance for law
Because Burford helps companies solve business problems,
Fortune 500 and FTSE 350 companies are increasingly seeking out
our legal finance expertise and capital.

HOW THIS BENEFITS OUR CLIENTS:
• GCs, CFOs and other corporate leaders benefit from the knowledge we’ve gained
from working with their peer companies
• Companies can leverage our expertise to identify and prioritize the most valuable
assets within their commercial litigation portfolios
• Companies can use our capital to pursue valuable meritorious recoveries without
adding cost or risk
• Companies can advance the value of pending claims and awards to use their cash
efficiently, control timing and create immediate liquidity for the business

Corporate clients accounted for more than half of Burford’s
commitments in 2020.
GROUP-WIDE COMMITMENTS
BY CLIENT T YPE
2%

CORPORATES

41%

LAW FIRMS

57%
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CFOs and in-house lawyers agree: Legal finance makes
good business sense.

“
“The idea of creating certainty
around cost and de-risking
investments in litigation is
appealing, because it has an
immediate impact on the
business.”

When I raised
[legal finance] with
management, they
loved the idea of
monetizing claims.

”
—MICHAEL CURRAN, CHIEF
FINANCIAL OFFICER AND
C H I E F O P E R AT I N G O F F I C E R ,
COLEMAN RESEARCH

—H E A D O F L I T I G AT I O N ,
GLOBAL 500 FOOD
COMPANY

“Litigation is just breathtakingly
expensive and that cost concern
drives a lot of decisions that a
legal team may be uncomfortable
with, such as settling cases…to
avoid that expense. Commercial
legal finance does not force you
to…[settle] prematurely.”
—A S S O C I AT E G E N E R A L
C O U N S E L , P U B L I C LY T R A D E D
TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

64.3%
of finance professionals at companies with revenues over
$10 billion say legal finance allows their companies to invest in
growth and use their capital efficiently.

C AS E S T U DY

Fortune 100 company accelerates (and guarantees) $45 million
A Fortune 100 company was devoting
considerable resources to pursuing arbitrations
related to price fixing allegations against
suppliers but had no way of knowing when (or
if) it would receive the damages it was due.

would owe Burford nothing, thus protecting
it against downside risk; should the claims
prove successful, the company would preserve
significant upside.
By monetizing a portion of its arbitration
portfolio, the company was able to realize the
value locked away in contingent legal assets on
its own schedule and use the immediate cash
injection for strategic business purposes.

To help the company minimize uncertainty
around its legal assets, Burford provided a
$45 million advance to the company, with terms
tied to the successful outcome of the underlying
matters. In the event of a loss, the company

7
7

Financing innovation
in law
The events of 2020 drove home this truth: Businesses must be
ready to adapt to sometimes unforeseeable change. We were
proud to apply Burford’s expertise, creativity and capital to help
companies and law firms find novel solutions to business problems
and be ready to navigate the years ahead.

HOW THIS BENEFITS OUR CLIENTS:
• Since Burford launched in 2009, clients have benefited from its commitment to
developing new solutions in response to client needs—from the industry’s first
portfolio in 2011 to the first corporate portfolio in 2016
• Our scale, experience and expertise enable us to develop solutions tailored to the
needs of the companies and law firms we work with

“

Burford develops innovative funding solutions
for those in litigation or arbitration, which
marries well with the legal services we offer
clients, particularly in fraud and asset recovery,
insolvency and dispute resolution.”
—AN THO N Y R EIM , MANAGING PARTNE R, PCB LITIGATION

8
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C AS E S T U DY

Providing capital for growth to an emerging tech venture company
A venture-backed US tech company
embroiled in a protracted patent and trade
secret case against an industry giant needed
capital both to manage the litigation and to
continue on its trajectory of business growth.

was backed by the company’s patent case,
as usual, but it also gave Burford a passive
equity stake in a growing company whose
value turns in part on the strength of its IP.
This approach reduced the company's
litigation-related operating expenses to zero
and increased its cash on-hand for growth,
while also minimizing dilution in the equity
round—all because Burford could identify
and unlock the value of its litigation.

Burford developed a hybrid arrangement
that provided complete coverage of the
company's litigation finance needs plus a
multi-million-dollar equity investment as
part of a planned venture round. The capital

C AS E S T U DY

Helping a law firm invest in future growth
PCB Litigation, a Band 1 London-based
boutique focused on civil fraud and asset
recovery that routinely competes with larger
full-service firms, needed an innovative
financing solution to expand its risk
sharing capacity and help fuel its growth.

The arrangement provides both a cash and
risk management solution enabling the
firm’s continued growth to reach its next
stage of development. This flexibility enables
the firm to target new markets with its
service offering, incorporating innovative
fee structures better suited to clients’
challenges. In addition to this arrangement,
the firm continues to partner with Burford’s
Chambers-ranked asset recovery team to
collaborate on solving client problems.

In a market first, Burford completed a
transaction with PCB not only to finance
a portfolio of matters going forward,
but also to take a passive equity stake
in the firm. To enable the equity stake,
PCB converted into an approved ABS.

9

Portfolio highlights
Burford’s $4.5 billion investment portfolio is composed of hundreds
of litigation and arbitration matters and is widely diversified by
dispute type, jurisdiction and risk profile—positioning us as a
reliable partner for the long term.

HOW THIS BENEFITS OUR CLIENTS:
• Perspective and experience as the market leader mean we can offer unique legal
finance solutions tailored to achieve better outcomes for clients
• Data sourced from thousands of matters reviewed over our history give us insights
that help clients set priorities and budgets
• The diversification of Burford’s portfolio and our permanent capital structure make
us a stable partner with reliable and competitively priced capital

Burford has the expertise to give clients innovative solutions
across their business needs.
T O TA L C O M M I T M E N T S B Y
PRODUCT/SERVICE

T O TA L C O M M I T M E N T S B Y
GEOGRAPHY

3%

5% 1%
26%

43%

23%
SINGLE

NORTH AMERICA
EUROPE

PORTFOLIO

GLOBAL

LEGAL RISK

ASIA
SOUTH AMERICA

71%
28%
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Burford financing has helped companies and their firms secure
many billions of dollars for their businesses since our founding.

$2.5B

“ The length of how long [Burford]

have been providing financing and
their success rates tells me how
cautious they are and the viability of
my own [claim], because they won’t
make the investment unless they
have some level of comfort with the
viability and value of the claim.”

In 2020, Burford passed the
$2.5 billion mark of cash realizations
for the balance sheet since
inception—meaning we have helped
our clients realize many billions
more in recoveries.

— PARTNER, REGIONAL US L AW FIRM

With the world’s largest diversified portfolio of commercial
litigation and arbitration commitments, Burford has the scale to
meet our clients’ needs.

G R O U P - W I D E C A P I TA L
COMMITMENTS BY CASE T YPE
($ IN MILLIONS)

$4.5B

MIXED PORTFOLIO, 27%
ANTITRUST, 18%
IP, 12%
ARBITRATION, 11%
ASSET RECOVERY, 9%

Burford’s current investment
portfolio is $4.5 billion.

CONTRACT, 8%
SECURITIES, 6%
BUSINESS TORTS, 3%
BANKRUPTCY/
INSOLVENCY, 3%
OTHER, 1%
TORT, 1%
REGULATORY, 1%
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Client demand
Demand for Burford’s expertise and capital remains strong,
with 1,385 requests in 2020 from companies, law firms and
other prospective clients around the world.

HOW THIS BENEFITS OUR CLIENTS:
• Given our experience and the scale at which we review commercial matters, we can
respond to clients quickly and expertly
• We have built a client-friendly process: We don’t mandate exclusivity, push clients to
sign term sheets before diligence or offer teaser rates that waste valuable time
• Clients say they benefit from our insights and proprietary data, and even if we decline
to finance their matters we seek to build understanding and relationships that will
enable us to work together in the future

The reported use of legal finance is growing—and lawyers
at companies and law firms expect it to continue doing so.

76%

“

The next three years will be the busiest three
years in international dispute resolution history…
Litigation funding will be a massive factor.

of in-house and law firm lawyers say their
organizations have used legal finance, up
from 37% in 2017—a 105% increase.

”
PA R T N E R , MAG I C C I RC L E L AW F I R M

68%

“

Law firms should be able to advise their
clients about commercial legal finance and
should be assessing each case on whether it is
suitable for funding.

of in-house and law firm lawyers agree
that legal finance will become more
common in the years ahead, particularly
as a tool to combat recession impacts.

”

AT TOR NEY, AEROSPACE CO MPANY W ITH OVE R
$15 BIL LION ANNUAL RE VE NUE
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Burford’s commitment process
demonstrates sustained
demand for legal capital.
Because we assume downside risk in the
commercial matters we finance, we receive many
more inquiries than we are able to fund, but we
work to provide an answer as quickly as possible.

INBOUND INQUIRIES: SCREENING
Number of inquiries that run through
our initial screening process, filtering
potential assets into our pipeline.

1,385

PIPELINE PROCESS
Number of potential assets assigned
to underwriters, discussed among the
global team and progressed into more
significant diligence.

244
110

COMMITMENT COMMITTEE
Number of potential assets reviewed at
commitment committee.

56

CLOSED LEGAL FINANCE ASSETS
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NYSE listing

Burford Capital on
the NYSE: A new
era for legal finance

In October 2020, Burford became the first legal finance
provider to be publicly traded on the New York Stock
Exchange, in addition to its existing London listing.
Listing in one of the world’s most highly regulated
financial environments reaffirms Burford’s position as
a trusted partner to companies and law firms.

HOW THIS BENEFITS OUR CLIENTS:
• NYSE listing affirms that Burford has transparency and professionalism of practices on
par with clients’ other institutional finance partners
• Lawyers can confidently pitch Burford and legal finance to CEOs and boards
• Exposure to yet more investment sources gives Burford even greater scale to meet
clients’ legal and litigation needs

14
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Burford’s listing shows growth and increased use of legal finance as
a core strategy for managing legal expense and taking advantage of
potentially valuable legal assets.

“

66%

Burford… is now the first legal finance
firm to be dual-listed. Its entry into the
NYSE, known for its prestige and strong
regulations, enables it to access a deeper
capital market and demonstrate the
level of sophistication it has.

of lawyers cite quality of capital
available (e.g., permanent capital
vs. capital that must be raised)
as a very important criteria when
selecting a legal finance partner.

”
B USI N E SS I N SI DE R , “H OW B UR F OR D’S US
L I ST I N G I S T R A N SF OR M I N G L I T I G AT I ON
F I N A N C E , ” OC TOB E R 22, 20 20

Working with a sophisticated partner brings commercial insights and
capital that improve the corporate dynamic around legal costs and value.

“

“

The pursuit of dormant assets is likely to be
more active given the economic uncertainty...
There is such a huge barrier to entry to
litigation and I could see a real shot in the
arm if you prevail in litigation in a matter
that otherwise would not have been brought
without the financing. [Legal finance] could be
quite empowering to an organization.”

[ Legal finance partners]
help the legal teams see
around the corners.

”
—PARTNER, AML AW 100 L AW FIRM

—A S S O C I AT E G E N E R A L C O U N S E L ,
P R I VAT E LY H E L D C O M PA N Y W I T H
OVER $1 BILLION ANNUAL REVENUE
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Legal finance offers not only a P&L solution by offloading costs, but
also transforms pending matters into assets that can be turned into
cash today—creating the potential for significant business impact.

“

70%

I am being credited
internally because
management thinks
the legal team is being
creative by monetizing
its claims.

of lawyers say their
organizations are likely
to consider monetizing
outstanding claims
and awards.

”
—HEAD OF L IT IGAT IO N, FO RTUNE 100 COMPANY

“

For a large company, monetizing an asset would
arise more often than needing someone to help
pay legal fees. We used litigation finance once
to monetize an antitrust claim and are doing it
again because we needed money now, rather than
waiting until we could collect.”
—HE AD OF L I T I G AT I ON, G LOB A L 5 0 0 F OOD COMPA N Y
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“I can see the litigation team
considering [legal finance]... as a more
prominent tool in the legal team's
toolbox... Finance companies could
help to nudge that along and encourage
lawyers and parties to think of their
litigations as a financial transaction.”
—AS S OC IAT E GEN E RAL COUNSE L, PRIVATE LY HE LD HO M E G OODS
MANU FACT U R ER WITH OVE R $ 1 BILLION ANNUAL RE V E N UE

The Equity Project

02

“

Law firms have been recruiting
women at junior levels at 50% for
over 20 years but somehow when
it becomes time for partnerships
those numbers change dramatically.
It’s a crisis and something that
needs to be addressed now.”
—DAN IEL WIN TER FEL DT QC (HO N), F OU NDE R AND CHAIR, INTE RL AW
DIVER SIT Y FO RUM AN D G EN ER AL COU NSE L, E ME A AND ASIA , JE F F E RIE S

Addressing
the gender

gap
in law.

The Equity Project is an award-winning initiative
designed to close the gender gap in law by providing
an economic incentive for change. We launched
in October of 2018 with a $50 million capital pool
earmarked to finance commercial litigation and
arbitration led by women, as well as a commitment to
bring attention to the persistent gender gap in law.

A

s of December 31, 2020, we have
surpassed this goal—with nearly
$57 million committed to back women
as a result of The Equity Project.
In the year ahead we look forward to
expanding our impact and to being
still more ambitious in how we use
our expertise and capital to provide
economic solutions to big, seemingly
intractable problems like the gender
gap in law.
WHY AN ECONOMIC INCENTIVE
FOR CHANGE IS NEEDED
The corporate legal department has a
significant role to play in closing law’s
gender gap. When clients of law firms
demonstrate that they care about and
are prepared to ask the tough questions
about diversity, firms will listen.
In May 2020, to better understand
how GCs and senior in-house lawyers
can use their “power of the purse”
to impact the gender gap, Burford
21

published the 2020 Equity Project
Study—original and groundbreaking
research commissioned by Burford
based on interviews with 77 general
counsel and senior in-house lawyers.
Highlights from the report include:
• 52% of clients are entirely unaware
of how their law firms award
origination credit—a key metric of
success for law firm lawyers and a
basis for the enduring gender pay
gap in law
• 58% of clients cite external factors—
such as bias, historical inertia, law
firm culture and work-life balance—
when asked about the primary
obstacle to improving gender equity
• 48% of clients say their companies
have asked their law firm to
put a woman on a litigation or
arbitration team

20 21 BUR FO R D CL IENT U PDATE & 2020 YE AR IN RE V IE W

HOW THE EQUIT Y PROJECT IS MAKING A DIFFERENCE
We know that The Equity Project is making a difference above and beyond our
capital commitments to date: Women lawyers have told us that the mere existence of
the capital has helped them as they pursue leadership of complex matters and kickstart the gender conversation at their firms or with clients.

EQUIT Y PROJECT CRITERIA
(CURRENT AS OF DEC. 2020)

WHAT THE EQUIT Y PROJECT
MEANS FOR OUR CLIENTS

• A woman litigator serves as first

• Women litigators can pitch new

chair of a matter

• The firm is a woman-owned law
firm (more than 50% of the equity
is owned by women)

• Origination credit for the case, or
for the entire client relationship, is
credited to a woman

• A woman is the client relationship
manager

business knowing that they can
offer attractive terms

• Law firms committed to gender
diversity can share risk with
Burford and encourage women
litigators to pitch client-friendly
alternative billing arrangements to
their management committees for
new business

• In-house lawyers can enhance

• A woman serves as chair of the PSC
or plaintiffs’ lead counsel

22

their own economic levers to
encourage firms to put women in
leadership positions on the teams
that serve their companies

THE EQ U IT Y PROJECT

“ The law firm partners that have

been resisting diversity have been
doing it on the argument that the
clients don't really care. We have to
show them that it’s just not true.
We care. And we care so much that
we are going take our business away
from you if you don't address it.”
—R ICAR DO AN ZALDUA , F ORME R E X ECU TIV E V ICE
PR ES IDEN T AND GE NE RAL COU NSE L, F RE DDIE MAC

CASE STUDY: EQUIPPING A WOMEN-OWNED LITIGATION
BOUTIQUE TO COMPETE
A litigation boutique wanted to
launch nationally and take leadership
positions in several high-profile
litigations, to be led by the firm’s
woman co-founder. However, it was
constrained by capital needs to pay
salaries and operating expenses as it
waited on case resolutions. It faced
a particularly pronounced gender
gap in vying for opportunities largely
determined by informal, maledominated networks.
The firm sought Equity Project capital
to shoulder the risk and duration of

23

its ongoing matters, equipping it to
compete with some of the biggest and
most established firms in the country.
The lead woman partner in the firm
was appointed to the case committee
of a high-profile matter and was able to
parlay that experience into several more
appointments. As the woman partner
noted, “Equity Project capital allowed
our firm to compete in a playing field
that was very inequitable because it
was primarily led by established firms
mainly run by men, with capital to
aggressively pursue new business.”

20 21 BUR FO R D CL IENT U PDATE & 2020 YE AR IN RE V IE W

What is The
Equity Project?

133

$57m

requests for Equity
Project funding

of capital committed to Equity
Project matters

22

Equity Project Champions drawn from leading law
firms and organizations in six countries

Recognition for The Equity Project
• NYLJ – Trailblazer (Aviva Will)
• GAR – Equal Representation Arbitration Pledge Award
• Financial Times – Innovative Lawyers Awards: Stand Out in Diversity
• Women Owned Law – Champion of the Year
• NYLJ – Distinguished Leader (Aviva Will)

24

THE EQ U IT Y PROJECT

“Diversity and mentoring
programs play a part in closing the
gender gap in law, but to change
the outcomes more quickly, we
need to change the economics.”
—AV IVA WIL L , CO- COO, BURFORD CAPITAL

“Honestly, I am thrilled with The Equity
Project. No incentive is more powerful
in my experience than an economic one.
And nothing in this world moves the ball
downfield faster than a good idea with
money behind it.”
—TA R A L E E , PA R T N E R , W H I T E & C A SE

25

2021 Client outlook
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Following the disruption of 2020, companies
and law firms want to reduce uncertainty
and maximize the value of their assets—and
increasingly, CFOs and other corporate executives
are joining lawyers in looking for opportunities
to bring more commercial thinking and
corporate finance tools to the legal function.

Companies are
realizing the value of
their legal assets

How should
companies think
about managing
legal risk in 2021?

In 2020, over half of Burford’s new commitments were
with corporate clients, including Fortune 100 and FTSE
100 companies. These clients defy the now obsolete
view that legal finance is used by companies that can’t
afford to pay lawyers. Instead, as GCs and CFOs become
increasingly aware of the significant untapped value of
their litigation portfolios, they are proactively seeking out
opportunities to optimize these assets.

28
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Companies are laser-focused on managing legal risk and uncertainty.

“Having a credible partner who can help the CFO properly value legal
assets is important.”
—M I C H A E L C U R R A N , C H I E F F I N A N C I A L O F F I C E R A N D C H I E F O P E R AT I N G O F F I C E R , C O L E M A N R E S E A R C H

“[Legal finance] provides
more predictability in
litigation and you can
pursue a broader strategy
with fewer concerns
about cost.”

89%
of in-house lawyers cite
managing legal risk as an
important challenge facing
their business.

— V I C E P R E S I D E N T, L E G A L , P R I V A T E L Y
HELD ASSET MANAGER WITH OVER
$3 BILLION ANNUAL REVENUE

Legal departments see an opportunity to generate revenue
for the business.

61%

“

of in-house lawyers are likely to pursue
claims as plaintiffs through affirmative
recovery programs to generate cash and
offset legal costs in the downturn.

There is more pressure
to justify your value and
one of those metrics is to
quantify recoveries.

”

“Legal departments with a creative

approach are best positioned to be
drivers of value, not cost centers.”

—S E N I O R A S S O C I AT E G E N E R A L
COUNSEL, FORTUNE 500 TECHNOLOGY
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

—MAJA ZERJAL FINK, PARTNER,
ARNOLD & PORTER
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Legal departments can avoid the capital outlay associated with litigation.

“

“

I am being credited
internally because
management thinks
I see a direct correlation between
the
legal team is being
the pandemic and an increase in
creative
monetizing
commercialby
legal
finance due to the
rising volume
of litigation as a way to
its claims.

53%
of lawyers say that a “very
important” benefit of
legal finance is generating
immediate liquidity for general
business purposes.

support liquidity. I value avoiding the
capital outlay of litigation in favor of
enlisting a funding partner.”

”

—HEAD OF L IT IGAT IO N, FO RTUNE 100 COMPANY
— A T T O R N E Y, A E R O S P A C E C O M P A N Y
WITH OVER $15B ANNUAL REVENUE

Companies face even greater hurdles to collecting on
judgments and awards.

70%

“[The recession]
has created a worry
about collections.”

of in-house lawyers say
their companies have
unenforced judgments
valued at $20 million
or more.

—DE PUT Y G E N E R A L COUN SE L , PR I VAT E LY
H E L D CON SULT I N G COM PA N Y

30

Solutions for companies
Burford can help companies identify and prioritize commercial litigation
assets and then optimize their financial impact. We help clients generate
value from what would otherwise be illiquid assets or a drain on corporate
budgets—improving P&L and strengthening balance sheets.

BUSINESS NEED

SOLUTIONS

HOW BURFORD ADDS VALUE

Manage cash flow

Monetization enables companies to
advance and time cash flows from
pending claims and awards based
on their needs and schedules

We deliver non-recourse cash based on the
value of pending commercial claims and
unenforced awards

Eliminate
downside risk

Monetization enables companies to
lock in a guaranteed minimum return

We assume downside risk of pending matters
with non-recourse financing that makes our
investment and return contingent on a client win

Fees & expenses financing shifts
costs off the company’s budget and
P&L to Burford’s

Fund recoveries

Fees & expenses financing moves
recovery program costs off the
company P&L, either for one
matter or many

We take on the financial burden of pursuing claims,
enabling companies to pursue opportunities based
on merits

Finance defense

Portfolio financing enables you
to offset or offload defense costs
when combined with plaintiff-side
matters

We finance fees and expenses for multiple
plaintiff and defense matters in a single set of
deal terms, earning our return as plaintiff matters
prevail

Identify opportunity

Proprietary data and industryleading insights help legal teams
set priorities for their commercial
litigation and arbitration portfolios

Having seen hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth
of commercial disputes, we use our expertise and
data to help companies identify the most valuable
claims in their portfolios

Reduce distraction

We can monetize and manage
claims, and in some circumstances
buy claims outright

Companies may want to remove the hassle
and distraction of matters with no remaining
litigation risk, particularly when immediate
recovery is paramount

Manage exposure

We can provide a hedge for the
litigation risk in the company’s
portfolio

Corporate portfolios may include holdings that
are significantly impacted by litigation risk

Enforce judgments

Asset recovery transforms
unenforced judgments from “legal
paper” into cash

Burford’s Chambers-ranked global asset tracing
and corporate intelligence team works on a feefor-service and financed risk-sharing basis
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Preserving OPEX while pursuing
bet-the-company litigation

An industrial manufacturer faced an
existential, multi-year dispute with one
of its suppliers, which resulted in the
company losing customers and business
and suffering significant reputational
damage. Following an unsuccessful
mediation attempt, the company initiated
a AAA arbitration. The company valued
its damages in the low nine figures, but
wished to preserve its capital for use in
day-to-day operations.

expenses. The capital was provided on a
non-recourse basis, meaning the company
faced no downside risk and would repay
Burford only in the event of a successful
case resolution.
With financing from Burford, the company
was able to assert its right for relief under
the contract with its supplier, without
having to devote precious operating cash
to its outside lawyers—thereby enabling
the company to focus on the business.

Burford committed almost $6 million
in capital to cover case-related fees and
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A company avoids settling for less,
thanks to portfolio financing

A company faced a number of matters
relating to a dispute with its former
joint venture partner in a company that
manufactured, sold and distributed
personal grooming products. The
defendant had a litigious approach, which
meant that without financial support the
company would be unable to adequately
pursue its claim.

structure was put in place, in which
Burford would receive a return if it
enforced any successful judgment or
award against the defendant and/or from
the proceeds of the sale of the investee
company, leaving significant upside for
the company.
As a result of the financing, the company
was able to work with its counsel of choice
and could avoid being forced into early
settlements. Within a year of securing
finance, the company had already won
two awards against the defendants.

Burford committed $10 million across
a portfolio of ongoing and future
commercial litigations and arbitrations
in Europe and the US. An innovative
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Helping a Fortune 500 monetize a
valuable antitrust claim

A household name Fortune 500
company had a large meritorious optout antitrust claim against producers for
anticompetitive collusion. Simultaneously,
the company was looking to cut costs due
to revenue generation pressures following
a brief decline in profits.

for a portion of the opt-out claim, allowing
the client to pursue the meritorious
litigation without incurring additional
downside risk.
The company was able to realize the
value locked away in the contingent
legal assets significantly in advance of a
litigation resolution and was able to use
the immediate cash injection for strategic
business purposes on the company’s
schedule when it was needed.

Without ceding control of the matter, the
client was able to monetize a meaningful
portion of the expected proceeds from its
opt-out claim and provide $29 million in
capital. Burford provided upfront capital
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Enabling a top company to “de-risk”
an award enforcement

A well-known global manufacturer had
two outstanding arbitration awards with
a cumulative value of over $100 million
arising from a breach of contract matter.
The company faced years of complex,
high-cost multi-jurisdictional enforcement
proceedings across multiple challenging
jurisdictions to unlock the latent value of
the awards, when it instead preferred to
focus on operating its business.

still maintaining upside for the company.
An enforcement plan is now underway
with investigative work and court
proceedings in multiple jurisdictions
around the globe.
The company was able to de-risk the whole
recovery effort and transform its judgment
debts from “legal paper” into cash,
unlocking immediate liquidity that could
then be used for other business purposes.

Burford acquired the awards at a discount,
taking on the full risk of recovery while
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Law firms are adapting
to meet clients’ rapidly
changing needs

How can law firms
meet the evolving
needs of clients?

Alongside adjusting to slowdowns in court proceedings
and working remotely, law firms have also had
to evolve to meet the needs of their clients. In a
buyers’ market, being a good lawyer is table stakes;
attracting and retaining clients requires law firms to be
innovative and adaptive.
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Law firms need to be nimble, with the resources to offer clients diverse
practice areas and friendly terms.

64%

“ I think clients are going to want that

even more out of law firms: Being more
agile, more nimble, more responsive
and able to move more quickly.”

of lawyers say that the more law firms
innovate how they use outside finance,
the better equipped they will be to
serve clients.

— F R A N K R YA N , G L O B A L C O - C H A I R
AND GLOBAL CO-CEO, DL A PIPER

“Clients are turning to counsel for innovative
solutions to their problems, including how to use
and structure litigation finance to meet their specific
needs. This requires law firms to understand their
clients’ businesses, their potential litigation assets
and liabilities and to understand what financing
options exist that may meet those needs.”

“Law firms should be able to advise their
clients about commercial legal finance
and should be assessing each case on
whether it is suitable for funding.”
— A T T O R N E Y, A E R O S P A C E C O M P A N Y
WITH OVER $15B ANNUAL REVENUE

—CINDY SOBEL, PARTNER, BARTLIT BECK

Law firms are adapting to take on more risk—and share
it with third parties.

84%

“A number of clients… think they can seek a
recovery for losses but lack the cash to work
on an hourly basis and prefer a contingency.
If the firm’s risk tolerance remains conservative
on those matters, funding may now be more
appealing… It is all about risk tolerance.”

of law firm lawyers cite
managing contingent risk as an
important challenge.

—L AW FIRM LEADER, GLOBAL 100 L AW FIRM

“ From the law firm’s

“[Legal finance] gives law firms the ability to take on
the risk of contingency matters because the funder is
paying at least part of their fees and costs. And it gives
plaintiffs with meritorious claims the opportunity
to pursue their cases and potentially with law firms
of greater skills and experience than who might
otherwise accept their case on a contingency basis.”

perspective, [the most salient
benefit of legal finance] is
sharing of the risk and reward
of litigation success.”

—PA R T N E R , U S L I T I G AT I O N B O U T I Q U E

—PARTNER, AML AW 100 L AW FIRM
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As law firms face shrinking client budgets, they need long-term fixes,
not short-term cost-saving measures.

“

Economic uncertainty
will accelerate the need
to reconsider financing,
though that process
started prior to the
pandemic.

67%
of lawyers agree that it makes
better business sense for legal
teams to focus on long-term
solutions to ongoing challenges
than for them to make shortterm fixes.

”
—PARTNER, GLOBAL 30 L AW FIRM

“

63%

The winners are thinking
strategically. The people who
are likely to be the losers
and not make it to the next
recession are thinking reactively.
That is a losing approach.”

of in-house lawyers at larger
companies are likely to reduce
the number of outside counsel
used to mitigate the current
downturn’s impact.

—PARTNER, AML AW 100 L AW FIRM
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Solutions for law firms
Burford can help law firms invest in growth, generate new business
and improve client relationships.

BUSINESS NEED

SOLUTIONS

HOW BURFORD ADDS VALUE

Maximize firm profitability

Portfolio finance creates certainty
that helps firms manage risk and
plan for profitability

We provide a pool of capital which can offset the
risk associated with outcomes or realization rates

Increase firm revenue

Portfolio finance gives firms
cash and flexibility to invest in
revenue-generating practices and
opportunities

We create a facility that enables the firm to
expand practice areas, grow contingency
portfolios and open in new geographical areas—
without added risk to the firm

Keep current clients
happy

When clients experience fee
fatigue, firms can refer clients to
Burford to bridge the gap

We pay fees and expenses to the firm when
clients are unable or unwilling, shifting costs off
clients’ P&L and preserving the firm’s preferred
fee structure

Win new clients

Portfolio financing readies firms to
be competitive by enabling them
to put client-friendly terms in place
before pitching

We negotiate the terms of a portfolio upfront,
terms enable the firm to pursue new growth
areas or pitch new clients that would otherwise
work with other firms

Manage cash flow

Monetization portfolios create a
significant cash that can be used
for a range of business purposes,
without adding debt

We work with the firm to identify a group of highvalue contingent matters

Retain talent

A portfolio-based capital facility
creates a cushion that helps firms
manage partner compensation
for contingent work in a primarily
hourly firm

We pay attorneys’ hourly rates on contingency
matters, creating a pool of capital from which to
pay partners and generate revenue throughout
case pendency

Accelerate client
receivables

Post-settlement finance pays
law firms for outstanding client
receivables, including hourly and
transactional work

We purchase a portion of the firm’s outstanding
receivables—including both unpaid time already
billed and WIP

Reduce year-end
client collections

Year-end financing for outstanding
client receivables removes
pressure to discount fees or harm
relationships

We advance fee receivables, allowing immediate
revenue recognition; financing is invisible to
firms’ clients
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Fueling a law firm’s expansion
with portfolio facility

A national law firm had growing patent
litigation deal flow, but needed a risksharing partner to expand the number of
cases it could take on contingency.
While the firm had previously sought fees
and expenses funding on a single-case
basis, it had become fatigued by having to
negotiate terms for each individual case.

Because the risk to Burford was crosscollateralized over a pool of cases, the
overall cost of the capital was lower than it
would be on a single-case basis.
With an established relationship with
Burford, the firm could expand the number
of patent cases it took on risk without
approaching the market for funding on an
individual basis—allowing the firm to focus
on litigating, not deal-making.

Burford created a $15 million facility,
which provided capital for partial fees
and all costs for selected patent matters.
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Expanding a portfolio to help a law
firm build high-value practice areas

A top-ranked global law firm had an
existing portfolio relationship with
Burford to share risk on high-stakes
arbitrations. The firm wanted to take on
more risk commercial litigation matters,
and needed to ease the financial burden
of paying case expenses out of pocket for
these contingent commercial matters.

risk. The portfolio investment made cash
immediately available for use as new cases
come in, subject to case review. Increased
diversification of the overall portfolio
mix reduced duration and overall risk to
Burford, and thus reduced cost of capital
to the firm.
With the wider portfolio facility in place,
the firm’s commercial litigators can take
cases on risk and build their prospective
practices. The scale of the increased
portfolio equips the firm to increase
expected upside from contingency work
without materially increasing its overall
risk exposure—and to seek still more
growth across various firm practice areas.

Burford expanded the existing portfolio
to bundle the firm’s existing and new
contingent risk in a single financing
arrangement by $25 million. The
portfolio finance arrangement provided
administrative relief to the law firm, which
otherwise would have had to evaluate
competing proposals from finance
providers for every new case taken on

“The portfolio finance arrangement
provided administrative relief to the law firm,
which otherwise would have had to evaluate
competing proposals from finance providers for
every new case taken on risk.”
—PARTNER, AML AW 100 L AW FIRM
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Enabling a litigation boutique to
increase predictability of returns

A boutique law firm that specializes in
antitrust litigation sought to increase the
predictability of its expected returns across
a portfolio of cases and protect against
“Black Swan” losses—cases where the firm
invests years of time and money only to
lose on summary judgment or at trial.

Burford pays an agreed amount to the firm,
and conversely, the law firm pays Burford
in each case where proceeds exceed
agreed amounts.
The law firm de-risks its most high-stakes
litigation, gaining downside protection
without having to pay anything upfront.
The innovative deal structure allows
the law firm to increase predictability
in revenue and protects against any
significant losses.

Burford created and financed an innovative
swap-like product across a portfolio
of advanced-stage cases. Where case
resolutions are below expected returns,
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“Financing is financing… whether
you’re going to finance an
acquisition or a piece or real estate
or an automobile. So you have
to look into the metrics of their
particular financing… I think [legal
finance is] an interesting concept.”
—CFO, FAS HION AND APPARE L MANUFACTURING CO MPA N Y

Working with Burford

04

Lawyers trust Burford as the world’s most experienced,
transparent and well-capitalized provider of finance to
the legal market. Of lawyers able to identify at least one
commercial legal finance provider, 86% identify Burford
either first or solely.
Founded in 2009, Burford pioneered institutional-quality
commercial legal finance and works with the world’s
leading corporations and law firms from its six major
offices in North America, Europe, Asia and Australia.

Meet Burford’s
industry-leading
team.

With a team of 136, including 68 lawyers, Burford has the
deepest bench in legal finance. Clients cite our capacity
to respond quickly with in-house expertise, close
transactions efficiently and offer value-adds like helping
build litigation budgets and develop damages theories,
commenting on draft briefs, joining moot courts and
assisting in expense management.
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“

“ Having worked with Burford for two

years now, it is clear that Burford not
only has the experience and know-how,
but also maintains a team of people
that are forward thinking, analytical
and inquiring but also rational and
attentive to its clients’ and the lawyers’
needs and knowledge.”

Meet Burford’s
industry-leading
team.

Burford is the most
sophisticated group in terms
of its past experience and
having people […] with
real litigation experience
at companies or firms.”

— PARTNE R, AML AW 100 L AW F IRM

— PAR T NER , AML AW 100 L AW FIRM

With a team of 136, including 68 lawyers,
Burford has the deepest bench in legal
finance. Clients cite our capacity to respond
quickly with in-house expertise, close
transactions efficiently and offer value-adds
like helping build litigation budgets and
develop damages theories, commenting on
draft briefs, joining moot courts and assisting
in expense management.

“Burford, as one of the earliest and most successful funds, has attracted really smart,
talented lawyers and that has helped them gain a reputation for being able to pick
winning cases and assess cases that are likely to win.”
— PAR TN ER , AM L AW 10 0 L AW F IRM
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Our team includes

1

Financial
Times top 10
innovator

12

Who’s Who Legal
thought leaders in
third-party funding

One

14

American Lawyer top
50 innovators of the
last 50 years

Former in-house
lawyers, including the GC
of a Fortune 50 company

5

5

Three
New York Law Journal
trailblazers
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Chambersranked experts

IAM leading
IP strategists
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“

In a fiercely competitive
market, Burford differentiates
itself by its financial strength,
but also by providing a
specialized and responsive
service, both to law firms and
to ultimate users of funding.”
— PARTNE R, INTE RNATIONAL DISPU TE S F IRM
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“Burford is both the founder
of the whole industry and
the most experienced,
creative firm to work with.”
—PARTNER, LEADING L AW FIRM

“They are the most knowledgeable
and most sophisticated in the
business. They are also accessible,
responsive and a real pleasure to
work with.”
—PARTNER, LEADING L AW FIRM

“Burford's integrity,
professionalism and legal
skill are second to none.”
—BARRISTER, LEADING LONDON CHAMBERS
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The gold standard for
legal finance.
Since its founding in 2009, Burford has earned a reputation as the leading
provider of commercial legal finance in the world.
P RO FES S IO N A L I S M A N D T R A N S PA RE N CY
Institutional-quality finance partner, process and team
• Trusted by Fortune 100 and FTSE 100 companies
• 94 AmLaw 100 and 90 Global 100 firms have sought our capital
SCA L E
Unmatched capacity
• $4.5 billion current investment portfolio
• Multiples larger than our next larges publicly traded competitor *
E XPERT IS E
Large, diverse portfolio and long industry tenure
• 136 employees drawn from top firms and corporations, including 68 lawyers
• Band 1 ranked by Chambers in the US and UK for litigation finance and business intelligence
RES PO N S IVEN E S S
In-house expertise and permanent capital accelerate process
• NYSE and LSE listed, drawing on multiple funding sources to provide market-priced capital
• All diligence conducted in house, with 11+ years of proprietary data about commercial disputes

To learn more about working with Burford, visit burfordcapital.com or email
us at info@burfordcapital.com.

New York

London

Chicago

Washington

350 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
+1 212 235 6820

Brettenham House
2-19 Lancaster Place
London WC2E 7EN
+44 20 3530 2000

353 N. Clark Street
Suite 2700
Chicago, IL 60654
+1 312 757 6070

1750 K St. NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20006
+1 202 788 0888

Singapore

Sydney

Hong Kong

10 Collyer Quay Level 40,
Ocean Financial Centre,
Singapore 049315
+65 6817 6218

Level 19
1 O’Connell Street
Sydney NSW 2000
+61 8607 8890

Level 20, One ifc Hong
Kong, No. 1 Harbour
View Street, Central,
Hong Kong

* Based on public reporting of combined core litigation finance investments, unfunded core litigation finance investments and other investments as of March 22, 2021

350 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
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www.burfordcapital.com

